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Abstract  
 
Purpose – This paper proposes a new ecological-issues-centered accounting research agenda, 
at the crossroads of accounting research and conservation science.  
Design/methodology/approach – Based on a case study of the Natural Capital Project, the 
research examines the efforts and challenges of conservation practitioners regarding the use of 
evaluative information systems for conservation (EISC) in complex social and ecological 
contexts. It discusses why and how, to address these challenges, EISC promoters would 
benefit from theoretical and empirical insights coming from accounting research.  
Findings – The paper suggests that the use of new information systems centered on organized 
collective action for biodiversity conservation should be regarded as a new type of accounting 
for the management of ecosystems, complementary to organization-centered biodiversity 
accounting and to ecosystem accounting at the national scale. A research agenda inspired by 
critical accounting should be developed for EISC design and use by: (1) critically analyzing 
the organizational models currently underlying the use of new calculative practices for 
ecosystems; (2) developing new analytical and practical avenues on the basis of more explicit 
and powerful theories adapted to collective action for conservation perimeters. 
Originality/value – The paper shows the importance of combining three domains of research 
and practice that are usually disconnected: (1) the design and use of innovative information 
systems in biodiversity conservation research and practice; (2) accounting research; (3) 
theories and conceptual models of collective action to resolve ecological challenges.  
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Biodiversity as a new territory for organization-centered social and 
environmental accounting 

 
From the 1970s onward, part of accounting research has embarked on a risky but 

visionary journey by turning its eyes to environmental issues (Richard, 2012). Since then, 
social and environmental accounting (SEA) research has steadily increased in popularity 
(Cullen and Whelan, 2006; Eugénio et al., 2010; Gray, 2007; Mathews, 1997, 2000; Owen, 
2008; Parker, 2005, 2011; Richard, 2012; Spence et al., 2010). This trend has been consistent 
with the growing importance of environmental concerns and the sustainable development 
agenda in society over this period. It reflects the many efforts by SEA researchers and 
practitioners to broaden accounting’s scope and make organizations and business more 
accountable for their impact on society and the natural environment (Gray, 2008, 2010; Gray, 
Adams, et al., 2014; Gray et al., 1995). A wide range of environmental issues has so far been 
explored by SEA (pollution, water quality, deforestation, climate change, etc.). It is only 
recently though that accounting research has started to pay greater attention to biodiversity 
and ecosystem conservation (Jones, 2014a, 2014b; Jones and Solomon, 2013; see also the 
2013 AAAJ special issue on the topic vol.26:5), with the hope that “by accounting for 
biodiversity impacts, by reporting on actions taken to enhance and protect biodiversity, 
organizations themselves will be spurred on to take further and more effective action to 
conserve, preserve and enhance the variety of species on Planet Earth” (Jones and Solomon, 
2013, p. 670).  

 
Accounting for biodiversity research at the organizational scale today includes essentially: 

(1) original propositions for extra-financial biodiversity reporting (GRI, 2011; Jones, 2014c, 
1996, 2003; Thomson, 2014) as well as critical studies of firms’ current biodiversity reporting 
and corporate disclosure practices (Atkins et al., 2014; Van Liempd and Busch, 2013; Rimmel 
and Jonäll, 2013); (2) propositions to integrate biodiversity, ecosystem services and natural 
capital information in organizations’ management and financial accounting systems (Houdet, 
2010, 2012; Houdet and Germaneau, 2014; Ionescu, 2016; Rambaud and Richard, 2015); (3) 
full cost accounting methods to measure the hidden costs of organizations’ impacts on the 
degradation of ecosystems (Davies, 2014; Kering, 2015; PUMA, 2010; TEEB, 2012a); (4) the 
development of new ad-hoc valuation and decision-making tools to help organizations assess 
their interdependencies with ecological systems and the associated risks for their operations 
and supply chains (Hanson et al., 2011; Havas et al., 2014; NCC, 2016; Waage and Kester, 
2015; Zhang et al., 2010a, 2010b).   

 
While these various approaches differ from one another on multiple dimensions (i.e. 

purpose and intended users, biodiversity Vs ecosystem services; monetary metrics Vs 
biophysical metrics; integration in existing accounting systems Vs new decision-making tools, 
etc.), they all have in common to consider existing formal organizations and business as the 
central ‘accounting entities’, i.e. “the objects and activities of which the reports [will] speak” 
(Kurunmaki, 1999, p. 219). Seen from such a perspective, biodiversity conservation is 
essentially conceived as a problem that must be addressed by extending organizations’ 
conventional accounting perimeters to gradually integrate new biodiversity-related 
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information. This would enhance the capacity of organizations to individually take into 
account and manage their relations with ecological systems, and it would foster their public 
accountability on their degradation.  

 
 

1.2 Ecosystem accounting innovations to measure natural capital 
at the national scale 

 
On the other side of the accounting for biodiversity spectrum and at the crossroads of 

national accounting, economics, statistics and ecological science, some efforts are made since 
the 1980s to account for the health of ecological systems at the national, supra-national or 
regional scale (Bouni, 1996; Boyd and Banzhaf, 2007; Edens and Hein, 2013; Hein et al., 
2015; Mäler et al., 2008; Sukhdev and Feger, 2012; TEEB, 2010; Weber, 2014a). While the 
definition, scope, metrics, quantification conventions and scientific methods of so-called 
“ecosystem accounting” approaches are still widely debated (Edens and Hein, 2013, pp. 43–
44), their overall aim is to “monitor changes in ecosystem conditions and ecosystem services 
over time from a spatial perspective in a way that is persistent with national accounting” 
(Schröter et al., 2014, p. 540). This innovation agenda is aligned with current international 
political incentives such as the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020 adopted in Nagoya 
in 2010 that sets the objective “to integrate biodiversity values” into national development 
plans and into national accounting and reporting systems (Weber, 2014a, p. 9). It was recently 
enhanced by the adoption in 2012 of the new version of the System of Environmental-
Economic Accounts “Central Framework” by the United Nation’s Statistic Commission (UN, 
2014) and its complementary volume specifically dedicated to the experimentation of 
ecosystem accounting (“Experimental Ecosystem Accounting” – SEEA-EEA), that seek to go 
beyond simple natural resources accounting approaches (EC, 2013).   
 

As an illustration of the field’s current diversity, contributions include: (1) the Wealth 
Assessment and Ecosystem Valuation of Ecosystem Services (WAVES) program hosted by the 
World Bank since 2010, that develops monetary valuation approaches of ecosystem services 
and supports pilot projects in multiple countries (WAVES, 2014); (2) the Ecosystem-Capital 
Accounts developed by the European Environmental Agency at the European scale that 
privileges biophysical accounts and land use data (Weber, 2011, 2007); (3) the articulation of 
mixed valuation methodologies into an original accounting model proposed by the 
Convention Biological Diversity (Weber, 2014a); (4) the Joint Perspective Model developed 
by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology that introduces a muti-perspective accounting 
approach (economic, human an cultural, physical and biological, etc.) (BoM, 2013). Other 
propositions related to this field have been developed by public agencies, individual research 
teams, or environmental think tanks and focus on specific countries, regions, ecological 
compartments or economic sectors (Borucke et al., 2013; Campbell and Tilley, 2014; 
Eurostat, 2002; Gundimeda et al., 2007; Remme et al., 2014; Weber, 2014b; Zhang et al., 
2007).  

 
 
Despite this variety, all national ecosystem accounting approaches essentially share the 

ambition to introduce standard methods to aggregate spatial, biophysical and economic 
information on ecological systems and their interaction with human activities. They produce 
totalizing figures, or what we could refer to as ‘macro-ecological balance-sheets’, of the 
health, stocks, flows and value of natural capital over time. Their common feature is thus to 
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consider states and other already constituted political, territorial and socio-economic entities 
as the main users of such accounting information, and to regard their spatial boundaries as the 
relevant accounting for biodiversity perimeters. Seen from this perspective, biodiversity 
conservation is essentially a matter of extending and/or complementing states’ conventional 
national accounting systems in order to ultimately adjust or redirect public authorities’ agency 
and their economic and regulatory instruments in favor of a better governance of natural 
capital.  
 

1.3 Accounting for the management of ecosystems: contributing to an 
emerging third front in accounting for biodiversity research  

 
Hence, most of accounting for biodiversity research today is centered on already existing 

accounting entities, either organizational or national. However, none of these two kinds of 
accounting perimeters are by themselves fit to effectively address conservation issues and 
operationalize the collective management of ecological systems. On one side, continuing 
improvement of the accounting of organizations, in particular of business, is a necessary but 
not a sufficient condition for the long-term protection of the biosphere. Most ecological 
systems are such that their conservation, restoration or sustainable management depends on 
more than just one organization. As a result, even an ambitious and relevant SEA scheme for 
a company can rarely suffice to inform and organize our collective accountability for a given 
ecological system. On the other side, we are indeed in great need of complex information 
systems able to produce macro-representations and to account for the status, use and 
cumulated degradation of ecological systems over time on a given spatially defined entity – 
including at the planetary scale. However, this will remain a vain effort that cannot “support 
the generalization of ecological management” as Weber  (2014a, p. 18) hopes it would, if it is 
not met with the ability to assign responsibilities and hold organizations and economic sectors 
accountable for their specific (positive or negative) roles in ecological degradations at a more 
disaggregated level.  

 
The challenges of articulating organizational entities’ ecological performances accounts 

developed at the micro level with accounts of the sustainability of Earth’s life support system 
at a macro scale have been debated in previous SEA works, through the critique of prevalent 
corporate sustainability reporting and management accounting frameworks and practices and 
through the proposition of new approaches to organizations’ environmental accounts 
development (Gray, 1992; Milne, 2007, 1991, 1996; Milne et al., 2009; Milne and Gray, 
2013). To make substantial progress towards such an articulation, we believe that in addition 
to efforts to integrate biodiversity in business accounting systems and to the extension of 
national accounting systems to natural capital, another layer of stand-alone accounting 
innovation is needed, centered on accounting entities that correspond to the organized 
management of specific ecosystems or ecological issues (Feger, 2016). 
 

Part of SEA research has already started to point to the “challenge offered by the 
possibilities of wider entity accounts” and to explore new ways of creating change beyond 
direct action on organizations and business, and through the study and design of “new 
accounts” (Gray, Brennan, et al., 2014). This orientation appears as particularly relevant for 
an emerging strand of accounting for biodiversity research where new accounting entities – 
composed of one or more organizations – are increasingly being conceptualized and studied: a 
national government responsible for the management of mangroves (Siddiqui, 2013); regional 
public authorities in charge of local habitats and fauna (Raar, 2014); forest certification 
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schemes (Borsato et al., 2014; Elad, 2014) and biodiversity offsets mechanisms (Cuckston, 
2013; Tregidga, 2013); a governance and funding program for forest management (Khan, 
2014); a unsustainably managed water catchment and a group of irrigators (Saravanamuthu 
and Lehman, 2013). The work of Dey and Russell (2014, p. 249) on the management of river 
Garry is particularly illustrative of this shift towards “a more system-level conceptualisation 
of the accounting entities”. The authors focus on a perimeter comprised of a river, its 
surrounding catchments and the organizations that operate and/or impact them. They extend 
the scope and reformulate the question of accountability, not limited to business 
accountability, but rather gradually understood as the various relationships and dynamics by 
which people and multiple organizations give, receive, demand and exchange various forms 
of accounts (rule-enforcing compliance accounts, corporate disclosure accounts, ‘external 
accounts’) related to a given ecological issue.  

 
A small part of accounting for biodiversity studies is thus somehow already leading the 

way towards a further extension of the SEA’s research agenda, beyond its business and 
organization-centered dominant focus. Encouraged by these researches, this paper seeks to 
contribute to ecological-issues-centered or ecological-system-centered accounting, by 
proposing the more systematic development of what we refer to as ‘Accounting for the 
management of ecosystems’ (AfME), where accounting frameworks and methods are 
centered not on given organizations or nations, but on given ecological issues and their 
effective long-term collective management. Ultimately, we believe that such accounting 
systems could play a role that neither organization-centered accounting nor national natural 
capital accounting can play, i.e. gradually equip emerging systems of accountabilities between 
organizations that share the responsibility for managing specific ecosystems or ecological 
issues.  

 
In the following sections, the paper will cover what we consider to be the main steps for 

further development of such ecosystem-issue-centered accounting systems: (1) centering part 
of accounting research on the emerging perimeters of organized action for ecological systems 
conservation and on innovative information systems developed by conservation practitioners; 
(2) establishing new collaborations between accounting researchers and evaluative 
information systems designers and users in the field of conservation; (3) recognizing the 
profound similarities between issues raised by the design and use of such evaluative 
information systems and issues raised by the design and use of accounting systems in the 
context of the management of firms and organizations, which will we do here based on a 
specific case example; (4) pointing at specific challenges and areas of collaboration where 
evaluative information systems designers in the field of conservation could benefit from 
knowledge and experience accumulated by critical and SEA accounting research and debates; 
(5) studying, criticizing and enriching the connections between the design and use of 
evaluative information systems for conservation with theoretical frameworks specifically 
well-adapted to study the institutional, political and organizational dimensions of organized 
action for biodiversity in emerging perimeters.  

2. Centring accounting on organized action for ecological systems 
conservation  

 
Ecological system conservation issues are generally characterized by the interplay of 

multiple managers and stakeholders who, intentionally or not, have positive or negative 
effects on the natural environment and act in a fragmented, divisive, competitive and often 
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adversarial way. The absence of an organizational “centre” or of what could be referred to as 
a “unity of agency” (Mermet et al., 2013) requires that we focus on the very serious agency 
problems that underlie most ecological issues – who has the capacity to act, with whom and in 
what form of coordination, on what object and in what perimeter, what activities does that 
entail? Therefore, from the perspective of conservation scientists and practitioners, acting for 
biodiversity conservation and more generally for a sound management of ecological systems 
is not so much a matter of conducting change in well-bounded and formally constituted 
organizations. It consists rather in designing, implementing and managing various forms of 
collective organized action about specific ecological issues. As we use the expression 
“organized action”, we refer to Crozier and Friedberg’s definition as “the process through 
which the strategic interactions among a set of actors placed in a given field of action and 
mutually dependent for the solution of some common ‘problem’ are stabilized and structured” 
(Crozier and Friedberg, 1995, p. 75). In the broadest possible terms, the question we are 
addressing in this paper can be expressed this way: what accounting approaches should equip 
organized collective action to sustainably manage ecosystems? 
 

The question does not point to a lack of initiatives dealing with ecosystem management 
issues: there exists a significant body of literature in social sciences or using interdisciplinary 
approaches to understand the challenges of collective action for conservation (Callicott et al., 
1999; Kareiva and Marvier, 2012; Mascia et al., 2003; Mermet et al., 2013; Scoones, 1999; 
Soulé, 1985). Neither does the question refer to a lack of efforts to develop ambitious 
evaluative information systems for conservation (EISC). Quite the contrary, in their efforts to 
tackle the challenges associated with the task of guiding action for biodiversity conservation, 
researchers and field practitioners have been developing and mobilizing an increasing number 
of new calculative practices to explore, assess and monitor multiple aspects of ecological 
systems. To mention just a few examples, ecological indicators informing on the level of fish 
stocks or the quality of a forest cover (Heink and Kowarik, 2010); performance metrics to 
measure the costs of ecosystem restoration and maintenance (Vaissière et al., 2013); Red Lists 
of threatened species useful to establish conservation priorities (Young et al., 2014); 
biophysical assessments and economic valuations of the benefits of ecosystems to human 
well-being (ecosystem services) (Kareiva et al., 2011; MEA, 2005). Overall, innumerable 
EISC centered on ecological entities (a bird population, an ecological corridor, a system of 
wetlands, etc.) are being developed for conservation action. However, they have only mixed 
results to show as they raise a whole set of difficulties hindering their implementation or 
limiting their effectiveness (Dale and Beyeler, 2001; Jørgensen et al., 2013; Müller and 
Burkhard, 2012; Niemeijer and de Groot, 2008; Rametsteiner et al., 2011; Rapport and 
Hildén, 2013; Turnhout et al., 2007). 
 

To understand and deal with these difficulties, our proposition is to consider evaluative 
information systems for conservation (EISC) as accounting systems for the management of 
biodiversity conservation action. As we shall elaborate, our reason for this proposition is 
twofold. (1) One of the main weaknesses of such information systems is that they often 
remain disconnected from lasting and effective collective decision and action for ecosystem 
conservation; we consider one of the fundamental reasons for this is their often embryonic or 
problematic connection to organized action and to the creation of new effective 
accountabilities around ecological issues. (2) By contrast, such a connection between 
information systems, organization, institution and action is the strong point, the raison d’être 
of accounting research and practice (Chapman et al., 2009b). Therefore, our working 
hypothesis is that by rethinking evaluative information systems for conservation (EISC) as 
accounting systems for the management of ecosystems, one may transfer useful conceptual 
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and methodological resources from accounting research to the conservation field, and more 
strongly connect the design and use of EISC with appropriate and explicitly debatable 
conceptions/theories of organized conservation action.   

3. Establishing new collaborations between accounting research and 
EISC designers and users  

 
From the point of view of conservation science, our hypothesis stands in a relative 

academic vacuum. A recent systematic review of research projects by the French Biodiversity 
Research Foundation (Chaveriat et al., 2011) shows that collaborations of conservation 
science with management and organization studies are very limited comparatively to other 
social science disciplines, and almost entirely absent with accounting as an academic field. 
There are good reasons behind this limited connection between conservation and accounting. 
Firstly, they tend to focus on quite separate terrains, and on very different action perspectives 
(respectively: civil society advocacy and public policy, versus the management of mostly 
private organizations), so that there has been little incentive to connect. Secondly, direct 
connection, i.e. applying methods directly from accounting to EISC, or trying to adapt them 
without deep theoretical reconsideration, is bound to prove disappointing for one fundamental 
reason: current accounting methods are designed to build information systems for, and fill the 
organizational needs of, organizations (companies, public administrations) that are deeply 
different from the organized action systems required to resolve ecological issues and conserve 
ecosystems. As this gap cannot be bridged directly by simple transfers and adaptation of 
methods (from accounting to conservation, nor from EISC to conventional accounting), 
significant new theoretical resources must be introduced to create the new connections we 
believe are needed, and new collaborations need to be established between accounting 
researchers and EISC designers and users in the conservation field.  
 

Let us somewhat rephrase the question such resources should help to address: what 
accounting principles could guide the design and use of EISC in a way that would be relevant 
for organized action systems capable of adequately tackling conservation issues? The heart of 
our argument here will be that two bodies of literature and theory should be mobilized and 
combined to build the required new connections: (1) critical accounting research (others may 
refer to this stream of research as interdisciplinary, interpretive or alternative accounting 
research; for further discussion, see for instance Ahrens et al., 2008; Armstrong, 2008; Baxter 
et al., 2008; Broadbent and Laughlin, 2013; Parker, 2008; Roslender and Dillard, 2003), that 
has allowed to gradually expand the boundaries of reasoning about accounting systems until it 
becomes firmly articulated with reasoning about organized action (Chapman et al., 2009a); 
(2) the set of different but complementary theories that are put forward to account for the 
challenges and efforts of organized action for biodiversity and their specific accountability 
issues (and more generally, dealing with the ecological crisis). In brief, the crux of our 
argument is that combining the knowledge accumulated by decades of critical accounting 
research (Baxter and Fong Chua, 2003; Chapman et al., 2009a; Naro, 2010) with theoretical 
resources specifically fit to understand the organizational, institutional and political 
dimensions of ecological issues, could bring decisive new insights to the conservation 
community in its efforts to design and use calculative practices for the collective management 
of ecological systems. Reciprocally, doing so could connect SEA researchers with a clear 
agenda of work already centered on ecological entities and based on a strong and explicit 
normative orientation in favor of ecosystem conservation. 
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By choosing this path, we are confident that rich cross-fertilizations would arise both for 
accounting academics and conservation researchers and practitioners. Accounting research 
could bring decisive contributions to the conservation community in their efforts to better 
organize the collective management of ecosystems through the development and use of 
innovative information systems. The current state of the art of EISC still leaves unexplored a 
plethora of organizational, institutional and political issues related to their design and use. By 
considering EISC as essentially falling under the realm of Accounting for the management of 
ecosystems, and while keeping in mind the teachings of critical accounting and SEA, 
conservation practitioners and accounting researchers can collaborate to investigate, untangle 
and acquire more leverage to act on these largely unresolved issues.  

 
Conversely, what would such an agenda bring to accounting research? Some authors in 

SEA research (Allen, 2014; Bebbington and Larrinaga, 2014; Brown and Dillard, 2013; Gray, 
Brennan, et al., 2014; Spence et al., 2010) as well as in the wider critical accounting research 
community (Ahrens et al., 2008; Armstrong, 2008; Baxter et al., 2008; Hopwood, 2007; 
Parker, 2008) have recently been entering a period of self-doubt on the identity and the 
orientation of their field and have called for the emergence of “something that works” 
(Quattrone, 2009, p. 622). By establishing strong collaborations with the conservation 
community, accounting researchers can be sure to find colleagues who are not only interested 
in deconstructing current practices and information systems, but have in fact a strong desire to 
analyze, criticize, invent, design and construct new accounting entities and accountability 
systems. To Chapman et al.’s (2009b, p. 21) claim that “accounting is too important to be 
studied only by accountants!”, we will add that evaluative information systems for 
conservation (EISC) are too serious to be studied only by ecologists and economists, and 
could greatly benefit from the contributions of accountants! 

4. The Natural Capital Project toolkit: an example of EISC striving to 
become an operational accounting system adopted by ecosystem 
managers  

 
As a case example, we will focus on the EISC developed by the Natural Capital Project 

(NCP) and specifically designed to be used in a great variety of multi-stakeholders decision-
making and organized action contexts. These EISC are illustrative of the larger set of so-
called ecosystem services assessment tools, which have been promoted in the past ten years 
by various conservation research organizations (Bagstad et al., 2013; Birch et al., 2014; 
Kareiva et al., 2011; Peh et al., 2013). The Natural Capital Project (NCP) was formed in 2006 
under the premise that better information on biodiversity and ecosystem services can be used 
to inform decisions and improve both human well-being and ecosystem conditions (Kareiva et 
al., 2011). Since its creation, the NCP has been working on its main open-source toolbox 
called “InVEST” (Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs), as well as on 
other more specialized tools or complementary modules such as OPAL (Offset Portfolio 
Analyzer and Locator) or RIOS (Resource Investment Optimization System). Today, InVEST 
integrates 17 models that analyze different aspects of marine and terrestrial ecosystems. These 
models use ecological production functions to estimate how the intensity of human activities, 
climate change and the quality of ecological functioning can change the local provision of 
ecosystem services (Ibid). It also proposes methods to assess and make visible the various 
trade-offs and synergies among them (e.g. the trade-off between carbon storage and water 
quality in forest management) (Chisholm, 2010; Onaindia et al., 2013). InVEST can produce 
maps, quantitative biophysical outputs and in some cases monetary estimates of the provision 
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of multiple ecosystem services on a landscape. In the designers’ own words, these evaluative 
information systems should enable scientists and decision-makers to move “from abstract, 
conceptual arguments about the importance of ecosystem services to specific quantification of 
the level, value and spatial distribution of ecosystem service benefits” (McKenzie et al., 2011, 
p. 339).  
 

One of the core hypotheses of the NCP is that “in principle, putting [ecosystem services] 
information in the hands of decision-makers should lead to improved landscape planning and 
management” (Polasky et al., 2011, p. 260) and result in more sound and efficient ecosystem 
conservation (Daily et al., 2009, 2011; Tallis and Polasky, 2009). Today, “numerous efforts 
are underway to make the concept of ecosystem services operational and linked to decision-
making” (Ruckelshaus et al., 2015, p. 11). The InVEST methodology has by now been 
applied, tested and refined in more than 20 decision contexts around the world including 
spatial planning, development impacts and permitting, adaptation to climate change, 
ecological restoration, etc. (Arkema et al., 2013; Bhagabati et al., 2012; Cabral et al., 2016; 
Feger et al., 2015; Goldstein et al., 2012; Guerry et al., 2012; Nelson et al., 2009; Rosenthal et 
al., 2014; Ruckelshaus et al., 2015).  

 
To further develop one specific example, we will refer to a recent application of InVEST 

by the NCP that we briefly describe here. Since 2008 along the West coast of Vancouver 
Island in British Columbia, diverse stakeholders and decision-makers (federal, provincial and 
local governments representatives, First Nations groups, fishermen, extractive industries, 
companies from the tourism sector, etc.) have participated in a marine spatial planning 
process led by the West Coast Aquatic Management Board (WCA) (Guerry et al., 2012). The 
initial vision was to ultimately “manage resources for the benefit of current and future 
generations of people and the natural systems on which they depend” (Ibid, p. 115). This 
requires to balance and organize a mix of activities and ecosystem uses that are of different 
values to the different stakeholders (McKenzie et al., 2014). They include “existing 
extractive, industrial and commercial uses, traditional First Nations subsistence and 
ceremonial uses, recreation and tourism and emerging ocean uses such as the extraction of 
wave energy” (Guerry et al, 2012, p. 115). The WCA benefited from the help of NCP 
scientists whose role was mainly to integrate ecosystem services modelling in the decision-
making and planning process in order to “(1) assess the suitability of regions for different 
activities; (2) assess how alternative management plans might affect a range of ecosystem 
services; and (3) identify the marine-use conflicts likely to arise from alternative spatial 
plans” (Bernhardt, et al., 2012). The different types of evaluative ecological and economic 
information produced (vulnerability of the shoreline to erosion and flooding, shellfish 
aquaculture economic revenues, water quality impacts of touristic float homes, etc.) as well as 
local and traditional knowledge were used for the development of different planning scenarios 
and as a support to collective negotiations. In addition to the modelling work, this project 
involved extensive stakeholders interviews and iterative group meetings during two years 
(Bernhardt, et al., 2012; Guerry et al., 2012; McKenzie et al., 2014).  

 
Overall, this NCP case study is particularly illustrative of the variety of challenges that 

EISC designers and users have to deal with in real-word contexts. It shows how the InVEST 
models and the other ad-hoc evaluative information produced in Vancouver Island have been 
used to guide collective decision-making and organize action in an emerging perimeter 
centered on a marine ecological entity and involving multiple stakeholders with 
heterogeneous interests and needs. In the light of this NCP example, the design and use of 
EISC in such emerging perimeters is comparable to some extent to issues of design and use of 
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conventional management accounting tools in business and other formal organizational 
perimeters. Despite the fact that they are designed to be centered on ecological issues, to be 
used in organized action perimeters involving multiple stakeholders, and to mobilize very 
heterogeneous sets of metrics, EISC like the Natural Capital Project tools are equivalent to 
conventional management accounting systems in that they both aim at supporting planning 
and control activities, elaborating strategies, informing decisions, rationally managing 
resources, improving the management of performances, assessing and comparing overall and 
individual results, etc. Just as management accounting, EISC could well be defined as “a 
formal mechanism for gathering and communicating data for the ends of aiding and 
coordinating collective decisions in light of the overall goals or objectives of an organization” 
(Horngren and Sundem, 1990, p. 4, cited by Macintosh and Quattrone, 2010, p. 5), the 
challenge being however that the organizations in question differ in many ways in their goals, 
their functioning and their perimeters and are still to a large extent in the course of being 
invented, negotiated and defined (see section 6.). In other words, we can look at EISC as 
‘proto-accounting systems’, that share their calculative nature and their ambition to inform 
(inter-)organizational accountabilities, but have not yet reached the level of adoption, 
commitment, legitimacy, durability and systematicity of organization-level or national-level 
accounting systems.  

5. EISC promoters are identifying important issues that could benefit 
from accounting research  

 
The Natural Capital Project, and more generally the ecosystem services community, has 

recently started looking back, to take stock and assess whether and how the production and 
communication of new information on the value and health of ecosystems in multiple contexts 
has so far been used and has succeeded or failed to influence decision-making and to improve 
biodiversity protection (Albert et al., 2014; Berghöfer et al., 2015, 2016; Booth et al., 2012; 
Christie et al., 2012; Cimon-Morin et al., 2013; Laurans et al., 2013; MacDonald et al., 2014; 
McKenzie et al., 2014; Posner, McKenzie, et al., 2016; Posner, Verutes, et al., 2016; Primmer 
and Furman, 2012; Rosenthal et al., 2014; Ruckelshaus et al., 2015). Yet, as Ruckelshaus et 
al. (2015, p. 12) recently claimed, “the promise that BES [Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Services] assessments will change policy, management or practice for public or private sector 
is not yet proven”. EISC designers and users indeed raise persistent questions, which illustrate 
the kind of difficulties that they face in real-world decision-making and collective organized 
action contexts.  
 

Although conservation practitioners most often treat these questions as  ‘science-policy 
interface’ or economic issues, we believe that they are essentially accounting issues centered 
on emerging and transversal perimeters rather than conventional organizational perimeters, 
and that they would benefit from being treated as such. For each of the four persistent 
questions that we have synthetized in this section, we can point to at least one related 
discussion area or research orientation developed by accounting research, on which new 
collaborations between EISC designers and accounting researchers could be developed. EISC 
designers could thus greatly benefit from the literature, knowledge and experience 
accumulated by decades of SEA and critical accounting research. 
 

(1) What level of complexity and what quantity of information should be communicated 
to whom, and how, to influence decision-making and coordinate actions among multiple 
stakeholders? The ecological science behind the understanding of ecosystem services 
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interactions and evolution is complex. However, making it count requires finding the most 
adequate ways to interpret, format and deliver new information, so that managers, decision-
makers and field practitioners who are not experts can make use of it in practice. This implies 
choosing the types of maps, indicators or temporal and geographical scales that are the most 
relevant to a given decision-making context, and organizing their communication. For 
instance, Ruckelshaus et al. (2015, p. 18) show how on Vancouver Island, “even simple 
average annual or ranked outputs from biodiversity and ecosystem services models can help 
open discussions about what are often unfamiliar issues and ways to frame policy or 
management objectives”.  

 
This question appears closely related to issues discussed in the large body of literature 

studying how the design and the roles of management accounting and control systems vary 
depending on the organizational context of their use and one’s understanding of it (Bhimani, 
2006; Chapman et al., 2008; Hopper et al., 2007; Macintosh and Quattrone, 2010). To give 
only one example, Macintosh and Quattrone (2010, p. 331) propose to adapt the design and 
use of management accounting systems to their organizational contexts depending on the 
existing level of definition of organizational objectives and the availability of means for 
action. They distinguish between management accounting systems designed to produce ready-
made answers or decisions and fit for contexts of high certainty (“answer machines”), those 
designed and used for dialogue and argumentation among managers (“ammunition 
machines”), those useful for exploration, learning and the generation of new ideas (“learning 
machine”) and those used as ex-post justifications of actions and decisions (“rationalization 
machines”). Approaches inspired by such results would be well suited to EISC promoters in 
their efforts to adapt their tools to specific and heterogeneous collective action contexts for 
conservation.   
 

(2) How do stakeholders and decision-makers really use the information provided in 
practice, and at what stage of a given management and decision-making process? How to 
make sure that these uses finally contribute to expected changes and decisions favorable to 
ecological systems? In an attempt to elucidate these issues, McKenzie et al. (2014) for 
instance distinguish between “conceptual”, “instrumental” and “strategic” uses of ecosystem 
services knowledge in three different InVEST case studies (Belize, Vancouver Island, 
Hawaii). The authors show how these uses vary across the policy or planning process. In the 
Vancouver Island case study, conceptual use implied identifying unanticipated consequences 
of salmon aquaculture and tourism development on shellfish culture, due to their indirect role 
in the degradation of water quality. Instrumental use involved using coastal protection models 
to inform where the development of economic activities should be located in such a way that 
it minimizes ecological risks on coastal ecosystems. First Nations groups used some 
information produced by the tools in a strategic way to speak in favor of their preferred 
planning option.  

 
Just as EISC users increasingly investigate how the information they provide is really used 

by stakeholders and decision-makers beyond their a priori expected effects, the critical 
accounting research agenda was founded on a similar ambition to study empirically how 
accounting is used in practice inside organizations beyond strongly held functionalist beliefs 
(Ahrens, 2009; Ahrens and Chapman, 2007; Hopwood, 1976). The SEA literature as well is 
structured around empirical studies. Several papers for instance describe how managers have 
dealt in practice with the introduction of socio-environmental accounting innovations within 
an organization and discuss why it often did not lead to the expected organizational and socio-
environmental changes (Bebbington and Gray, 2001; Frame and Cavanagh, 2009; Herbohn, 
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2005; Larrinaga-Gonzalez et al., 2001; Larrinaga-Gonzalez and Bebbington, 2001). In their 
efforts to increase their reflexivity on the real uses and effects of their tools, EISC promoters 
could well benefit from accounting researchers’ experience on the study of accounting 
systems/information adoption and use in practice in complex organizational settings.  
 

(3) What types of metrics and valuation methods are legitimate and relevant for decision-
makers and stakeholders? Do they represent well the types of values that stakeholders attach 
to ecosystems? What are the consequences of using a given valuation approach on the 
organization of action and the relationships between stakeholders? Assigning monetary value 
estimates to ecosystem services has long been regarded as a crucial element to influence 
decision-making and ecosystem management (Boyd and Banzhaf, 2007; Jones-Walters and 
Mulder, 2009; TEEB, 2010; Turner et al., 2003; Turner and Daily, 2008). Yet, the usefulness 
and centrality of such metrics in real-world contexts have been increasingly challenged 
(Laurans et al., 2013; Mermet et al., 2014, pp. 23–54). In addition, many questions are still 
unresolved regarding the ability of biophysical or economic metrics to represent appropriately 
the diversity of worldviews associated with biodiversity (Chan et al., 2012; Kallis et al., 
2013). On Vancouver Island, economic interests had to be weighed against incommensurable 
aesthetic or cultural values (Guerry et al., 2012). First Nations groups’ priority for instance 
was to secure the ecological protection and the public access to specific coastal locations that 
have an important spiritual value. Specific metrics were developed with them to address this 
demand. Eventually, “ecosystem-service outputs were useful in very different currencies: 
from the net present value ($) of shellfish harvested, to the spatial extent of recreational float-
homes (m2), to concentration (g/m3) of faecal coliform bacteria in the water (Guerry et al., 
2012). Our partners did not want to express these values in one metric (e.g., $)” (Ruckelshaus 
et al., 2015, p. 19). 

 
Discussions on the choices and consequences of valuation methods in accounting history 

as well as in the introduction of new accounting systems is a key component of critical and 
socio-environmental accounting studies. In his work Miller (2001) for instance shows how the 
introduction of standard costing as well as discounting methods in investment evaluation in 
the early 20th century have profoundly transformed firms’ organizational processes, factories’ 
production spaces and accountability relationships between managers and employees. In SEA 
research, debates on the metrics to be used in accounting innovations are often connected to 
the quest for new languages and for new ontological foundations of accounting systems, 
distinct from “the bizarre and tortured foundations of financial accounting” (Gray, 2013, p. 
459) and adapted to the unique nature of socio-ecological issues (Birkin, 1996, 2000, 2003; 
Birkin et al., 2005; Cooper, 1992; Everett, 2004; Kaghan, 2004). Propositions are also made 
on ways to better integrate pluralistic representations of socio-environmental issues in 
accounting/information system design (Blackburn et al., 2014; Brown et al., 2005; Dillard and 
Yuthas, 2013). Such orientations in accounting research could be the basis of new 
collaborations with EISC designers, as they strive to further investigate the long-term 
practical and philosophical implications of their metrics and valuation choices, and as they 
look for EISC design methods able to articulate a plurality of worldviews and relationships to 
the natural environment.  
 

(4) What are the roles of EISC promoters at the different stages of a given decision-
making and management process, and how should they articulate their actions with other 
stakeholders’ roles? This pertains to the level of implication that EISC designers and users 
should have in influencing decision and action in a way favorable to conservation. Should 
they just be neutral information and science providers or, on the contrary, should they actively 
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engage in creating change, for instance by helping other stakeholders to negotiate ambitious 
ecological objectives? In the Vancouver Island example, the authors point out how iterative 
meetings organized by the NCP scientists helped to articulate ecosystem services knowledge 
with other forms of local knowledge and values. They show that this method and their 
personal engagement facilitated the overall decision-making process, as “the conversations 
identified locals’ values and visions for the future of their open spaces”(McKenzie et al., 
2014, p. 8). 

 
This question appears as closely related to issues raised by the SEA literature on the roles 

to be played by accountants in the conduct of organizational and environmental changes. 
Some discussions concern how conventional accountants could (or could not) be potential 
vectors of socio-environmental change in their organizations (Deegan, 2013; Gray et al., 
1995). Other authors argue that SEA researchers themselves are to play such a role, by 
promoting SEA innovations and supporting organizations’ managers/employees in their 
experimentation (Ball, 2007; Ball and Craig, 2010), or by facilitating dialogic participatory 
processes where various constituencies belonging to the civic sphere are collectively involved 
in the design of socio-environmental accounting systems and in standard setting (Brown, 
2009; Brown et al., 2015; Brown and Dillard, 2013, 2015). The SEA literature has also 
underlined the counter-hegemonic and alternative roles that can be played by ‘external 
accounts’ developed by social activists in socio-environmental conflict arenas 
(Georgakopoulos and Thomson, 2008; Thomson et al., 2015). These reflections and 
propositions could be of great interest to EISC promoters who also wish to play an active role 
in the change process by the development and use of their accounts in emerging perimeters.  

6.  Investigating the organizational, institutional and political 
dimensions of EISC design and use 

 
As their reflections show, EISC promoters increasingly realize that the challenges that 

they face are not only due to the technical, scientific and calculative dimensions of EISC, but 
to their social, organizational and institutional nature. EISC essentially consist in the use of 
accounting systems in organizational and institutional settings. Under this premise, it is not 
only worth turning to accounting research to develop overlapping areas of discussion and 
collaboration with EISC designers, but also to start developing a research agenda applied to 
EISC that would be directly inspired by the one developed by critical accounting.  

 
Critical accounting has put the study of accounting as a social and organizational 

phenomenon at the center of its research agenda for the past 40 years (Chapman et al., 
2009b). Moving away from a purely technical and functionalist understanding of accounting 
tools and challenging economics as being the unique theoretical foundation of accounting 
research and practice (Baxter and Fong Chua, 2003; Broadbent and Laughlin, 2013; 
Roslender and Dillard, 2003), the critical accounting research agenda has aimed from its very 
beginning at studying “the diversity of those organizational linkages which ground accounting 
and other information and control systems into the on-going processes of organizational life” 
(Hopwood, 1983, p. 297). As Chapman et al. (2009b) show, critical accounting research has 
finally led to regard accounting as more than a simple mirror of organizational and 
institutional reality. Instead, accounting, organizations and institutions “should be viewed as 
fundamentally interrelated and interdependent, […] the links among them should be viewed 
as mutually constitutive” (Ibid, p. 1). In the light of this perspective and its core intuitions, 
one could thus claim that to think of, to analyze, to define, to design or to use accounting 
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systems is always simultaneously conceiving, analyzing, defining and establishing the 
accountability and organized action systems of which they are a fundamental part (Roberts, 
1991; Roberts and Scapens, 1985). The profound connections between accounting, 
organizations and institutions have now been considerably documented by multiple empirical 
studies on accounting in practice (Ahrens, 2009; Ahrens and Chapman, 2006, 2007) and by 
the mobilization of a large spectrum of theoretical frameworks, not inherent to the accounting 
discipline, but coming rather from management, sociology of organizations, political science, 
philosophy, ethics, etc. (Baxter and Fong Chua, 2003; Covaleski and Aiken, 1986; Macintosh 
and Quattrone, 2010; Malmi and Granlund, 2009; Quattrone, 2009).  
 

To further develop Accounting for the management of ecosystems, a similar approach 
could and should be adopted to gradually equip the collective discussion on the intimate 
connections between EISC on the one side, and the organizational, political and institutional 
dimensions of their use on the other side. As we have seen, EISC designers and users – that 
we might as well call ‘conservation accountants’ – have to deal with organizational issues that 
are of a significantly different nature than those encountered by conventional management 
accountants and that occur in accounting perimeters that are still largely ‘in the making’. Just 
as the adoption of new conventional accounting techniques and practices leads to profound 
organizational transformations within firms (Ahrens and Chapman, 2007; Busco and 
Quattrone, 2015; Macintosh and Quattrone, 2010; Miller, 2001; Miller, P, 1992; Miller and 
O’Leary, 1987), new accounting for ecosystems tools and activities can have profound 
consequences on the collective organized action for conservation settings of which they are 
part and that they contribute to materialize.  
 

Following the road taken decades ago by critical accounting researchers, the priority 
would be to first analyze, critique and then enrich the vision of the organizational, 
institutional and political realities of which conservation accountants and their accounts are 
part, and which their mission is to serve. One could first be tempted to look out for theories 
coming directly from the domains of management, sociology of organizations, economics or 
political science to shed light on the conditions under which conservation accounts could 
substantially transform organized action in a way favorable to ecological systems. Yet, 
chances are high that mobilizing intellectual resources coming from these fields will prove to 
be largely inadequate for this task. Indeed, one must consider the unique nature of both (1) 
ecological issues, which are most often transversal to a multiplicity of organizations, 
simultaneously scientific and social, often not well spatially bounded and are the direct or 
indirect consequence of the way society is already organized and institutionalized today; (2) 
and of the types of organized action systems, accountability relationships, and the forms of 
agency required to resolve ecological issues and conserve ecological systems. Rather than 
trying to transfer directly organizational models from other fields, one should clarify and 
improve specific organizational models to be used as the basis for organized action and for 
promoting accountability in the field of ecosystem conservation.  

 
A first step in that direction consists in clarifying through reflection and critique what 

conceptions of organized action are already in use and underpin the work of conservation 
accountants. EISC promoters such as the NCP scientists are indeed well aware that issues 
related to the production and use of evaluative information on ecosystems cannot be 
addressed in total disconnection from the organizing for which their tools are developed. 
From our observation of the debates in the conservation community and in the EISC 
literature, we find for instance that three main conceptions of organized action for ecosystems 
dominate current discourse and practice of EISC design and use: a rational model of decision-
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making (see for instance Tallis and Polasky, 2011); pragmatic trial and error approaches in 
contexts where socio-economic ‘enabling conditions’, institutional capacity and demonstrated 
interest in using ecological information are already in place (see for instance Berghöfer et al., 
2016; Ruckelshaus et al., 2015, p. 12; TEEB, 2012a, 2012b); participatory approaches 
promoting stakeholders engagement (see for instance Koschke et al., 2014; McKenzie et al., 
2011, 2012). However, these conceptions (1) draw from a limited repertoire of options for 
understanding and designing organized action and (2) they are most of the time not made 
explicit by conservation account producers nor by the accounts users. This drastically reduces 
the scope of analyzing and acting towards a possible fit between EISC and organizational 
functioning. Critique and reflection to shed light on such underlying organizational models 
constitute an important first step to improve the links between evaluative information systems 
and organized action in the field of biodiversity conservation.   
 

In view of the quite limited scope of the current prevalent models of organized action, and 
of the serious limitations that affect each of them, a second step will be necessary to 
effectively reduce the gap between the use of conservation accounts and their ability to create 
change in practice. We suggest here to enrich EISC users’ and their to be accounting research 
collaborators’ conception of the organizational dimensions of their accounts by extending 
very actively the repertoire of theories that are used to shed light on the design of EISC and 
accounting systems for the management of ecosystems. Indeed, because SEA researchers and 
ecosystem national accounting researchers mostly work on well-established accounting 
entities such as firms or states, they both can already rely on a large spectrum of available 
organizational models and theories analyzing the functioning and management of their 
respective entities. EISC promoters however, work on accounting entities ‘in the making’ that 
do not yet have the same level of institutionalization or historical depth as states or firms. 
They now need to mobilize theories that are particularly relevant in – and are developed for 
the very purpose of – addressing the institutional, political and organizational issues of the 
specific perimeters of collective action to resolve ecological issues and manage ecosystems.  

 
For now, we will only point here to three theories that we believe could play such a role: 

(1) Ostrom’s Common-Pool-Resources theory (Ostrom, 1990; Ostrom et al., 1994) to reflect 
on the design of accounting for the management of ecosystems able to support the 
negotiation, establishment, institutionalization and monitoring of systems of rules for the 
management of a shared ecological resource among multiple users; (2) Latour’s Politics of 
Nature (Latour, 2004) to reflect on the roles that conservation accountants could play at 
different steps of the collective treatment and institutionalization of a new ecological entity; 
(3) the Strategic Environmental Management Analysis framework developed collectively in 
France in the 1990s (Mermet, 1992, 2011; Mermet et al., 2005, 2014, pp. 285–305; Mermet 
and Leménager, 2015) to reflect on the design of accounting for the management of 
ecosystems that can be used to support strategies for making others accountable in adversative 
contexts around the management of an ecological entity. Each of these theories provides very 
different but complementary analytical insights and useful guidance to clarify the definition of 
new accounting entities, the design and use of innovative EISC/conservation accounts and to 
better organize on their basis “systems of accountability” (Roberts, 1991; Roberts and 
Scapens, 1985) that are indispensable to establish a long term and robust collective 
management of ecological systems.   
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7. Conclusion: a research agenda for Accounting for the Management of 
Ecosystem 

 
To sum-up, in our view the on-going efforts to develop organization-centered biodiversity 

accounting innovations and national ecosystem accounting should be completed by a third 
layer of self-standing accounting innovation, centered on the organization of emerging 
ecological system management perimeters. We suggest referring to this agenda as Accounting 
for the management of ecosystems (AfME). In this perspective, EISC can be considered as 
new forms of ecological accounts, inserted in complex accountability relationships dynamics 
and used in a diversity of collective organized action settings, that can be regarded as the new 
accounting entities on which to focus. To go further, we suggest that directly transferring the 
rich heritage of accounting research to the realm of conservation would not lead to expected 
outcomes. The gap is too large between the types of organizational and institutional issues 
that have been addressed by accounting research for decades, and the kinds of organizational 
and institutional contexts faced by conservation practitioners who use EISC in their attempts 
to solve ecological issues.  
 

To close this gap between accounting research and ecological issues management, we 
believe that two things are required. First, we need to mobilize the concepts, methods and 
findings developed by critical accounting research in its quest for a refined understanding of 
the intimate connections between the social, organizational and political dimensions of 
accounting systems. Critical accounting as well as SEA can provide (1) in depth treatment of 
key accounting concepts such as the definition of accounting entities and perimeters, the 
understanding of systems of accountability, the transformative power of the use of calculative 
practices, the roles played by accountants in organizational functioning, etc.; (2) the 
experience of a research field on organizations and accounting systems built on both empirical 
field studies and the mobilization of a large spectrum of theories coming from various other 
disciplines. This accumulated knowledge and experience in the field of accounting can be the 
basis of rich discussions and applied collaborative research between accounting researchers 
and those in the field of conservation who develop innovative EISC and use them in various 
collective action contexts to obtain ecological results. Secondly, for critical accounting 
insights to be relevant in the realm of ecological systems conservation, they need to be 
combined with theoretical resources specifically relevant for the types of organized action and 
accountability systems that need to be established to resolve such ecological issues. As we 
have suggested in this paper, this should rest on the first hand on criticizing prevalent (and 
often implicit) conceptions of organized action underlying the current use of EISC, and on the 
other hand on the use of more explicit and more powerful conceptual models and theories.  

 
Overall, we think that four main characteristics make all the difference between EISC 

doomed to remain ‘proto-accounting’ systems (i.e. not well connected to organized 
conservation action in the appropriate perimeters) and EISC designed and used as full-fledged 
accounting systems for emerging perimeters of collective ecosystem management: (1) the use 
of evaluative information and calculative practices in a way that establishes or strengthens 
reciprocal commitments among various organizations concerned by a shared ecological issue; 
(2) the possibility to effectively enforce these inter-organizational accountabilities through 
accounts exchange; (3) the periodicity of account exchange practices and their maintenance 
over time; (4) the gradual routinization and technical equipment of these accountabilities and 
associated organizational practices.  
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By designing and treating EISC as Accounting for the management of ecosystems, that is 
by recognizing and studying their profound connections to organized action and their 
institutional, political and organizational dimensions, it will become possible to articulate 
organization-centered accounting for biodiversity innovations and ecosystem accounting at 
the national scale with their missing link: the gradual institutionalization of collective regimes 
of accountabilities centered on ecological issues in emerging perimeters. Such an articulation 
under the shared umbrella of accounting, both as a technical and practical field specialized in 
the design and use of calculative information systems and as a well-equipped critical domain 
of social science research, will open the door to an investigation of the problem of global 
biodiversity conservation as an issue of accountability at all scales and across current formal 
organizational and institutional boundaries.  
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